
MTH 254 Technology Lab 7: Parameterizing Surfaces

Name:

Exercise 1 In this technology lab you are going to design your own 3D solid, determine the param-
eterizations for the surfaces of the sides of the solid, and then program those surfaces into Geogebra.
This will give you a process of creating and viewing solids whose volumes you will be finding in the
following chapters to help you visualize your work!

IMPORTANT: Save your work in GeoGebra as you go so as to not accidentally lose your progress!

1. First you need to review your level-surface equations and sketch out an interesting but not-
too-complicated combination of a couple of these. I would recommend keeping your designs
centered around the z-axis as parameterization of your surfaces is going to be easiest if you
can do so with cylindrical or spherical coordinates.

A couple of examples that I’ve created to give you some ideas can be viewed at

• https://www.geogebra.org/m/yerm4drv

• https://www.geogebra.org/m/c2tttk4d

• https://www.geogebra.org/m/w6ejezgg (This is going to be the hardest to replicate in
technique as it does not allow you to start with cylindrical or spherical coordiantes.)

You are required to have either 3 or 4 distinct surfaces to build your volume.

Sketch your idea here (give it some care, I don’t want to see quickly slopped scribbles). Also
state the bounding equations of your volume in rectangular equations.

2. Now you need to parameterize your surfaces and program them into Geogebra. Depending on
the kinds of surfaces you’ve chosen for your design you may be leaning on polar coordinates,
spherical coordinates, or a unique construction if you’ve built your edges using equations in
x and y.

Write the equations for cylindrical and spherical coordinates here:
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3. To instruct you in how to parameterize the surfaces of your volume, I’m going to do so using
an example. Say I’m attempting to parameterize the volume above the elliptic paraboloid
z = x2

4
+ y2

4
− 1, below the upper hemisphere of the sphere of radius 3 centered at the origin,

and inside the cylinder of radius 2 centered around the z-axis. I recommend you follow along
by building this in Geogebra with me and then going back and following similar steps in
constructing your own surfaces.

a. First we can parameterize the equation for the elliptic paraboloid as:

• x = r cos(t)

• y = r sin(t)

• z = r2 cos2(t)
4

+ r2 sin2(t)
4

− 1 = r2

4
− 1

We can check that we have the correct parameterization by plotting z = x2

4
+ y2

4
− 1 in

GeoGebra and then plotting Surface(r · cos(t), r · sin(t), r2
4
− 1, r, 0, 5, t, 0, 2π) in GeoGe-

bra to ensure they plot as the same graph.

Note the syntax for entering a parameterized surface into GeoGebra: Surface(x(u, v),
y(u, v), z(u, v), u, u-min, u-max, v, v-min, v-max). In my example above, instead of
input variables of u and v I have chosen to use r and t as they seem more appropriate
but the letters you choose does NOT matter. In my example I’ve chosen a r-minimum
of 0 and r-maximum of 5 as quick number to plug in, but these will need to be adjusted.
I’ve chosen t-minimum of 0 and t-maximum of 2π so that the surface goes all the way
around in the xy-plane. If you’re not sure about this, try changing these minimum and
maximum values to see what happens.

b. Next I want to parameterize the cylinder of radius 2 centered around the z-axis. Here
the radius is fixed at 2 so we get:

• x = 2 cos(t)

• y = 2 sin(t)

Which draws a circle of radius 2 in the xy-plane. Since the cylinder extends for forever in
the z-direction, we simply let z = u be a free variable. Thus we may enter this surface as
Surface(2 cos(t), 2 sin(t), u, t, 0, 2π, u,−5, 5) where I’m arbitrarily choosing u-minimum
of −5 and u-maximum of 5 which I will adjust later.

c. Lastly I want to parameterize the upper-hemisphere of the sphere of radius 3 cen-
tered at the origin. Here I think about spherical coordinates of x = ρ sin(φ) cos(θ),
y = ρ sin(φ) sin(θ), and z = ρ cos(φ). Since I want the sphere of radius 3, I fix
ρ = 3. Since I want the upper hemisphere I restrict φ to 0 ≤ φ ≤ π/2. Thus I en-
ter Surface(3 sin(u) cos(v), 3 sin(u) sin(v), 3 cos(u), u, 0, π/2, v, 0, 2π) where I’m using u
instead of φ and v instead of θ since GeoGebra can be a bit finicky when trying to use
the Greek Alphabet.

d. Now, I see that I need to restrict my surfaces as they are currently overlapping and I
have graphed more than the volume I want. I see that the cylinder intersects the elliptic
paraboloid on the xy-plane with a radius of 2. Thus I will adjust my parameterization
of the elliptic paraboloid to have a r-maximum of 2 to keep it inside the cylinder. I will
also adjust my cylinder to have a u-minimum of 0 to keep it above the xy-plane.
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e. Now we need to find the intersection of the sphere and the cylinder. To do this, I would
sketch a picture of the cross-section of both. Here we need the z-value of their intersection
in order to restrict the cylinder to stay below the sphere. We also need the φ value of
their intersection in order to restrict the sphere to stay inside the cylinder.

Here we can use z2+r2 = ρ2 to solve for z and
then we can use z = ρ cos(φ) to solve for φ.
We thus restrict the u-maximum of the cylin-
der to be

√
5 and restrict the u-maximum of

the sphere to be cos−1(
√
5/3).

Thus we get the surfaces to be

• Surface(r cos(t), r sin(t), r
2

4
− 1, r, 0, 2, t, 0, 2π)

• Surface(3 sin(u) cos(v), 3 sin(u) cos(v), 3 cos(u), u, 0, cos−1(
√
5/3), v, 0, 2π)

• Surface(2 cos(t), 2 sin(t), u, t, 0, 2π, u, 0,
√
5)

You may view these in GeoGebra at: https://www.geogebra.org/3d/jsg8yqxt

4. Okay, now it is your turn! Write down the parameterizations of the surfaces to your volume
with their restrictions here both in vector format and in GeoGebra syntax.

5. Save your work as a ”Public” file and get a share link. Write the link down here! Now
scan the work you have here and upload it to D2L. Please write of the links to your
GeoGebra work here so I can type it in and look at it! Thanks!
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